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A Style Manual for Machine-readable Data Files and Their
Documentation 1980 manual for the writing and production of
publications relating to the edp of data base files includes
illustrations and check list questionnaires
Personal Documentation for Professionals 1980 monographic guide
to individual documentation techniques covers planning of card
files incl classification indexing filing and information retrieval edp
produced indexes use of microcomputers current trends etc
bibliography pp 195 to 206 diagrams flow charts illustrations and
photographs
Step-By-step Guide to Google Apps Script 4 - Documents
2020-05-30 do you want to learn how to create documents
automatically with google apps script this book shows you step by
step how to use apps script to supercharge google docs every
chapter contains a practical example of using apps script to create
a wide range of documents such as invoices sales quotes student
reports and conference talk information it starts with relatively
simple applications like a master document copier which uses a
google form to learning how to create web apps and making your
own html forms to be able to email pdfs to potential customers
each example builds on the previous ones so you get to
understand how to use the document service well as this is the
fourth book in the series on apps script it does assume a basic
knowledge of apps script javascript and a little html that said
every bit of code is explained with links provided to example form
sheet and document files tested using the new v8 runtime
contentsintroductiondocument service overviewchapter 1 creating
a google doc from a form submissionchapter 2 master document
copierchapter 3 edit a document template using
placeholderschapter 4 making an invoice with multiple
itemschapter 5 making a document from scratchchapter 6 making
student reports with progress barschapter 7 emailing reports as a
pdf or as a linkchapter 8 create multiple reports in one
documentchapter 9 email specific conference informationchapter
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10 sending conference info via a web appchapter 11 update
document from data on the weblinks to all the complete scripts
and example files
The Practical Guide to Project Management Documentation
2015-03-17 project management the one stop resource for project
management documentation and templates for all projects the
success of any project is crucially dependent on the documents
produced for it the practical guide to project management
documentation provides a complete and reliable source of
explanations and examples for every possible project related
document from the proposal business case and project plan to the
status report and final post project review the practical guide to
project management documentation is packed with material that
slashes the time and effort expended on producing new
documents from scratch following the processes in the project
management institute s pmbok guide this one stop full service
book also offers tips and techniques for working with documents in
each project process documentation for several project client
scenarios is addressed including internal and externally contracted
projects a single project the construction of a water theme park is
used as the case study for all the document examples an included
cd rom provides all the documents from the book as microsoft
word r files readers can use these as a framework to develop their
own project documents the practical guide to project management
documentation is an unmatched reference for the numerous
documents essential to project managers in all industries pmbok is
a registered mark of the project management institute inc
Documenting Software Architectures 2010-10-05 software
architecture the conceptual glue that holds every phase of a
project together for its many stakeholders is widely recognized as
a critical element in modern software development practitioners
have increasingly discovered that close attention to a software
system s architecture pays valuable dividends without an
architecture that is appropriate for the problem being solved a
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project will stumble along or most likely fail even with a superb
architecture if that architecture is not well understood or well
communicated the project is unlikely to succeed documenting
software architectures second edition provides the most complete
and current guidance independent of language or notation on how
to capture an architecture in a commonly understandable form
drawing on their extensive experience the authors first help you
decide what information to document and then with guidelines and
examples in various notations including uml show you how to
express an architecture so that others can successfully build use
and maintain a system from it the book features rules for sound
documentation the goals and strategies of documentation
architectural views and styles documentation for software
interfaces and software behavior and templates for capturing and
organizing information to generate a coherent package new and
improved in this second edition coverage of architectural styles
such as service oriented architectures multi tier architectures and
data models guidance for documentation in an agile development
environment deeper treatment of documentation of rationale
reflecting best industrial practices improved templates reflecting
years of use and feedback and more documentation layout options
a new comprehensive example available online featuring
documentation of a based service oriented system reference
guides for three important architecture documentation languages
uml aadl and sysml
Documentation Writing for System Administrators 2003 document
the architecture of your software easily with this highly practical
open source template key featuresget to grips with leveraging the
features of arc42 to create insightful documentslearn the concepts
of software architecture documentation through real world
examplesdiscover techniques to create compact helpful and easy
to read documentationbook description when developers
document the architecture of their systems they often invent their
own specific ways of articulating structures designs concepts and
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decisions what they need is a template that enables simple and
efficient software architecture documentation arc42 by example
shows how it s done through several real world examples each
example in the book whether it is a chess engine a huge crm
system or a cool web system starts with a brief description of the
problem domain and the quality requirements then you ll discover
the system context with all the external interfaces you ll dive into
an overview of the solution strategy to implement the building
blocks and runtime scenarios the later chapters also explain
various cross cutting concerns and how they affect other aspects
of a program what you will learnutilize arc42 to document a
system s physical infrastructurelearn how to identify a system s
scope and boundariesbreak a system down into building blocks
and illustrate the relationships between themdiscover how to
describe the runtime behavior of a systemknow how to document
design decisions and their reasonsexplore the risks and technical
debt of your systemwho this book is for this book is for software
developers and solutions architects who are looking for an easy
open source tool to document their systems it is a useful reference
for those who are already using arc42 if you are new to arc42 this
book is a great learning resource for those of you who want to
write better technical documentation will benefit from the general
concepts covered in this book
arc42 by Example 2019-10-07 a complete reference to the file
format for adobe acrobat products it contains a detailed
description of the file format and provides invaluable tips and
techniques showing how to optimize programming
Portable Document Format Reference Manual 1993 single sourcing
is more than mechanical document conversion it is an information
development strategy although it is often confused with the
process of converting paper based documents into online formats
single sourcing is a writing strategy that enables technical writers
to develop centralized information modules then map them to
distinct audiences and media for technical writers single sourcing
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means modular writing and information mapping rather than
developing information for a given format such as a user guide or
online help technical writers develop information modules at the
element section paragraph and sentence level they then map
these information modules to preselected audiences and media
this guide explains in plain language and by example how to
develop single source documents it shows technical writers how to
develop standalone information modules then map these modules
to a variety of audiences and formats using proven information
mapping techniques in essence the guide provides a flexible
framework for modular technical writing that can be applied to any
audience in any medium
Single Sourcing 2002-10-28 libreoffice is a freely available full
featured office suite that runs on windows linux and mac os x
computers this book is for anyone who wants to get up to speed
quickly with libreoffice 5 0 it introduces writer word processing
calc spreadsheets impress presentations draw vector drawings
math equation editor and base database this book was written by
volunteers from the libreoffice community profits from the sale of
this book will be used to benefit the community
Getting Started with LibreOffice 5.0 2016-03 rise above the
basics of xcode app development to implement tools like share
buttons and activity view controllers to share document content
including parts of documents with other users and with other
devices this book fills the gap so that developers with even a
fundamental knowledge of ios and swift can implement document
creation saving and sharing in their apps since the launch of
iphone in 2007 users and developers have struggled with the fact
that the file system is hidden fortunately the files app in ios 11
now offers this feature and it is supported by apple apps such as
numbers pages and keynote as well as by the few third party apps
that support documents by using the standard formats described
in this book you can make your app s data shareable to and from
other apps like numbers pages and word files also provides an
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interface to tools such as dropbox and icloud so that users can
open and modify documents in them if you combine standard
formats such as doc docx jpeg and jpg with dropbox and email you
have a simple way to implement and use cross platform sharing to
macs pcs and android devices implementing ios and macos
documents with the files app provides the combination of skills
developers need to build these types of apps working with files
and constructing documents what you ll learn add document
support to your apps share your documents with icloud and apple
ids across your mac and ios devices use standard formats from
doc docx png and jpeg both for input and output manage and
organize documents who this book is for developers with a basic
knowledge of app development and swift you should already know
how to use xcode to create an app knowledge of basic swift syntax
is recommended the book can also be a useful overview and guide
to managers who are trying to decide how to convert legacy
document based systems to apps
Implementing iOS and macOS Documents with the Files App
2019-06-10 this essential reference organizes material into a set
of nine stand alone task oriented minibooks that enable readers to
understand all aspects of the fedora os the latest release of the
most popular linux distribution each minibook covers a different
aspect of fedora such as getting users started with fedora the
various workstations and applications openoffice org networking
system administration security running internet servers on a
fedora system and programming more experienced readers can
use this desktop reference to look up how to perform specific tasks
such as hooking up to the internet using a cable modem or
reading e mail includes the full fedora core distribution with source
code on dvd and all of the cd content that comes with fedora
saving readers hours of download time
Census Use Study Documentation, Computer Packages 1972 hack
your antivirus software to stamp out future vulnerabilities the
antivirus hacker s handbook guides you through the process of
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reverse engineering antivirus software you explore how to detect
and exploit vulnerabilities that can be leveraged to improve future
software design protect your network and anticipate attacks that
may sneak through your antivirus line of defense you ll begin
building your knowledge by diving into the reverse engineering
process which details how to start from a finished antivirus
software program and work your way back through its
development using the functions and other key elements of the
software next you leverage your new knowledge about software
development to evade attack and exploit antivirus software all of
which can help you strengthen your network and protect your data
while not all viruses are damaging understanding how to better
protect your computer against them can help you maintain the
integrity of your network discover how to reverse engineer your
antivirus software explore methods of antivirus software evasion
consider different ways to attack and exploit antivirus software
understand the current state of the antivirus software market and
get recommendations for users and vendors who are leveraging
this software the antivirus hacker s handbook is the essential
reference for software reverse engineers penetration testers
security researchers exploit writers antivirus vendors and software
engineers who want to understand how to leverage current
antivirus software to improve future applications
Red Hat Fedora Linux 2 All-in-One Desk Reference For
Dummies 2004-08-06 his textbook is designed to teach a first
course in information technology it to all undergraduate students
in view of the all pervasive nature of it in today s world a decision
has been taken by many universities to introduce it as a
compulsory core course to all bachelor s degree students
regardless of their specialisation this book is intended for such a
course the approach taken in this book is to emphasize the
fundamental science of information technology rather than a cook
book of skills skills can be learnt easily by practice with a
computer and by using instructions given in simple web lessons
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that have been cited in the references the book defines
information technology as the technology that is used to acquire
store organize process and disseminate processed data namely
information the unique aspect of the book is to examine
processing all types of data numbers text images audio and video
data as it is a rapidly changing field we have taken the approach
to emphasize reasonably stable fundamental concepts on which
the technology is built a unique feature of the book is the
discussion of topics such as image audio and video compression
technologies from first principles we have also described the latest
technologies such as e wallets and cloud computing the book is
suitable for all bachelor s degree students in science arts
computer applications and commerce it is also useful for general
reading to learn about it and its latest trends those who are
curious to know the principles used to design jpg mp3 and mpeg4
compression the image formats bmp tiff gif png and jpg search
engines payment systems such as bhim and paytm and cloud
computing to mention a few of the technologies discussed will find
this book useful key features provides comprehensive coverage of
all basic concepts of it from first principles explains acquisition
compression storage organization processing and dis semination
of multimedia data simple explanation of mp3 jpg and mpeg4
compression explains how computer networks and the internet
work and their applications covers business data processing world
wide e commerce and it laws discusses social impacts of it and
career opportunities in it and it enabled services designed for self
study with every chapter starting with learning objectives and
concluding with a comprehensive summary and a large number of
exercises
The Antivirus Hacker's Handbook 2015-09-28 this book is part of
the postgresql 9 0 documentation collection up to date full
published by fultus corporation postgresql 9 0 includes built in
binary replication and over a dozen other major features which will
appeal to everyone from web developers to database hackers
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INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2018-01-01 ideal
for those with no programming experience
PostgreSQL 9.0 Official Documentation - Volume V.
Internals and Appendixes 2011-03 the official ubuntu
packaging guide is primarily addressed to those who would like to
make and maintain ubuntu packages although many of the
concepts in this guide could be used to make binary packages for
personal use it is designed for those people wanting to distribute
their packages to and for others
An Introduction to Programming with IDL 2006 the global shift
toward delivering services online requires organizations to evolve
from using traditional paper files and storage to more modern
electronic methods there has however been very little information
on just how to navigate this change until now implementing
electronic document and record management systems explains
how to efficiently store and access electronic documents and
records in a manner that allows quick and efficient access to
information so an organization may meet the needs of its clients
the book addresses a host of issues related to electronic document
and records management systems edrms from starting the project
to systems administration it details every aspect in relation to
implementation and management processes the text also explains
managing cultural changes and business process re engineering
that organizations undergo as they switch from paper based
records to electronic documents it offers case studies that
examine how various organizations across the globe have
implemented edrms while the task of creating and employing an
edrms may seem daunting at best implementing electronic
document and record management systems is the resource that
can provide you with the direction and guidance you need to make
the transition as seamless as possible
Ubuntu 9.04 Packaging Guide 2009-07-31 covers various types of
documentation including charts program specifications file
descriptions data dictionaries screen images program listings user
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s manuals report samples
Implementing Electronic Document and Record
Management Systems 2007-08-24 human culture depends on
our ability to disseminate information and then maintain and
access it over time this book addresses the problems of storing
reading and using digital data for periods longer than 50 years
they offer concise descriptions of markup and document
description languages like tiff pdf html and xml explain important
techniques such as migration and emulation and present the oais
open archival information system reference model
How to Document Your Software 1984 Índice abreviado 1 the its
documents and latex 2 portable document format 3 the latex2html
translator 4 translating latex to html using text4ht 5 direct display
of latex on the 6 html sgml and xml three markup languages 7 css
dsssl and xsl doing it with style 8 mathml intelligent math markup
a example files b technical appendixes c internalization issues
Long-Term Preservation of Digital Documents 2007-05-04
documents such as drawings memos and specifications form an
essential function in the design and construction industry
throughout the lifecycle of a built asset starting from an initial
design idea right through to a final built form and its ongoing
management thousands even millions of documents can be used
to convey various forms of information to a range of interested
parties in many ways therefore the success of a design or
construction based company relies upon an understanding of the
use of documents as well as the technologies and techniques that
are used to create them the digital document provides an
extensive background to the issues and technologies surrounding
this very important topic it examines a technical subject in an
insightful manner that is neither intimidating nor confusing even to
the novice computer user by introducing the subject through a
series of preliminary reviews of current practices and essential
computing technologies the reader is able to better appreciate the
benefits and capabilities of a wide range of digital document types
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this book explores the role of documents in a professional practice
examines the components capabilities viability and use of digital
documents in the design and construction industry and identifies
and explains many of the standards in use today in order to
facilitate a better understanding of digital document technologies
a number of essential reviews are provided including the definition
and purpose of a document how documents are typically used by
design professionals the nature of the digital document
environment the data types which make up digital documents the
digital document is an essential reference for the architect
engineer or design professional that wants to find out more about
effective communication in the digital workplace bruce duyshart is
an it project manager with lend lease corporation and specialises
in the development and implementation of digital media and
information management technologies on design and construction
projects he holds a masters degree in architecture and is also an
academic associate of the faculty of architecture building and
planning at the university of melbourne he has written numerous
papers on emerging technologies in the architecture engineering
and construction industry and has developed internet web sites for
the royal australian institute of architects and architecture media
The LaTex Web Companion 1999 answers found here apple s
latest mac software macos mojave is a glorious boxcar full of new
features and refinements what s still not included though is a
single page of printed instructions fortunately david pogue is back
delivering the expertise and humor that have made this the 1
bestselling mac book for 18 years straight the important stuff you
need to know big ticket changes the stunning new dark mode self
tidying desktop stacks facetime video calls with up to 32 people
new screen recording tools if apple has it this book covers it apps
this book also demystifies the 50 programs that come with the
mac including the four new ones in mojave news stocks home and
voice memos shortcuts this must be the tippiest trickiest mac book
ever written undocumented surprises await on every page power
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users security networking remote access file sharing with windows
this one witty expert guide makes it all crystal clear macos mojave
gives the mac more polish power and pep and in your hands you
hold the ultimate guide to unlocking its potential
The Digital Document 2013-02-01 this text focuses on advanced
topics and demonstrates the new features of the integrated
development environment readers will learn the powerful and
fascinating techniques without repetitive pedagogical concepts
and without feeling the burden of information overload
macOS Mojave: The Missing Manual 2018-12-20 practical
recommendations for application developers who want to generate
efficient pdf files new pdf 1 4 features include tagged pdf
referenced pdf pdf metadata architecture forms enhancements
jbig2 support and more example files predefined font encodings
pdf page marking operators and other essential information
Professional Visual Studio 2013 2014-03-17 oasis open document
format for office applications opendocument is an open xml based
file format an open standard from the oasis standards group
opendocument covers the features required by office applications
text spreadsheets charts and graphical documents this book
introduces you to the xml that serves as an internal format for
office applications opendocument is the native format for
openoffice org an open source cross platform office suite and
koffice an office suite for kde the k desktop environment it s a
format that is truly open and free of any patent and license
restrictions this book is available for free download as html or pdf
from books evc cit info
PDF Reference 2001 provides a real world view and best
practices around using sharepoint 2003 technologies to meet
business needs seth bates was the technical reviewer for both of
scot hillier s books lists the most common deployment scenarios of
sharepoint technologies and the ways to best leverage sharepoint
features for these scenarios
Selected List of Documents in the Mobilization Planning File of War
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Production Board Records Pertaining to Problems and Methods of
Production Control Administration During World War II. 1949 ibm
watsontm content analytics content analytics version 3 0 formerly
known as ibm content analytics with enterprise search icawes
helps you to unlock the value of unstructured content to gain new
actionable business insight and provides the enterprise search
capability all in one product content analytics comes with a set of
tools and a robust user interface to empower you to better identify
new revenue opportunities improve customer satisfaction detect
problems early and improve products services and offerings to
help you gain the most benefits from your unstructured content
this ibm redbooks publication provides in depth information about
the features and capabilities of content analytics how the content
analytics works and how to perform effective and efficient content
analytics on your content to discover actionable business insights
this book covers key concepts in content analytics such as facets
frequency deviation correlation trend and sentimental analysis it
describes the content analytics miner and guides you on
performing content analytics using views dictionary lookup and
customization the book also covers using ibm content analytics
studio for domain specific content analytics integrating with ibm
content classification to get categories and new metadata and
interfacing with ibm cognos business intelligence bi to add values
in bi reporting and analysis and customizing the content analytics
miner with apis in addition the book describes how to use the
enterprise search capability for the discovery and retrieval of
documents using various query and visual navigation techniques
and customization of crawling parsing indexing and runtime
search to improve search results the target audience of this book
is decision makers business users and it architects and specialists
who want to understand and analyze their enterprise content to
improve and enhance their business operations it is also intended
as a technical how to guide for use with the online ibm knowledge
center for configuring and performing content analytics and
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enterprise search with content analytics
OASIS OpenDocument Essentials 2006 the most
comprehensive medical assisting resource available kinn s the
medical assistant 11th edition provides unparalleled coverage of
the practical real world administrative and clinical skills essential
to your success in health care kinn s 11th edition combines current
reliable content with innovative support tools to deliver an
engaging learning experience and help you confidently prepare for
today s competitive job market study more effectively with
detailed learning objectives vocabulary terms and definitions and
connections icons that link important concepts in the text to
corresponding exercises and activities throughout the companion
evolve resources website and study guide procedure checklist
manual apply what you learn to realistic administrative and clinical
situations through an applied learning approach that integrates
case studies at the beginning and end of each chapter master key
skills and clinical procedures through step by step instructions and
full color illustrations that clarify techniques confidently meet
national medical assisting standards with clearly identified
objectives and competencies incorporated throughout the text
sharpen your analytical skills and test your understanding of key
concepts with critical thinking exercises understand the
importance of patient privacy with the information highlighted in
helpful hipaa boxes demonstrate your proficiency to potential
employers with an interactive portfolio builder on the companion
evolve resources website familiarize yourself with the latest
administrative office trends and issues including the electronic
health record confidently prepare for certification exams with
online practice exams and an online appendix that mirrors the
exam outlines and provides fast efficient access to related content
enhance your value to employers with an essential understanding
of emerging disciplines and growing specialty areas find
information quickly and easily with newly reorganized chapter
content and charting examples reinforce your understanding
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through medical terminology audio pronunciations archie
animations medisoft practice management software exercises
chapter quizzes review activities and more on a completely
revised companion evolve resources website
SharePoint 2003 User's Guide 2006-11-08 practical latex covers
the material that is needed for everyday latex documents this
accessible manual is friendly easy to read and is designed to be as
portable as latex itself a short chapter mission impossible
introduces latex documents and presentations read these 30
pages you then should be able to compose your own work in latex
the remainder of the book delves deeper into the topics outlined in
mission impossible while avoiding technical subjects chapters on
presentations and illustrations are a highlight as is the introduction
of latex on an ipad students faculty and professionals in the worlds
of mathematics and technology will benefit greatly from this new
practical introduction to latex george grätzer author of more math
into latex now in its 4th edition and first steps in latex has been a
latex guru for over a quarter of century from the reviews of more
math into latex there are several latex guides but this one wins
hands down for the elegance of its approach and breadth of
coverage amazon com best of 2000 editors choice a very helpful
and useful tool for all scientists and engineers review of
astronomical tools a novice reader will be able to learn the most
essential features of latex sufficient to begin typesetting papers
within a few hours of time an experienced tex user on the other
hand will find a systematic and detailed discussion of all latex
features supporting software and many other advanced technical
issues reports on mathematical physics
IBM Watson Content Analytics: Discovering Actionable Insight from
Your Content 2014-07-07 microsoft office sharepoint server 2007
has improved and changed dramatically over previous versions of
the product the capabilities of the platform have expanded greatly
with the inclusion of an automated workflow engine web content
management capabilities and a vast number of document
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management enhancements however the value of this tool to an
enterprise will depend primarily on the ability of individuals in the
organization to understand the features and capabilities of the
platform and effectively map those to specific business
requirements this book is designed to mentor and coach business
and technical leaders in an organization on the use of sharepoint
to address critical information management problems it gives
detailed descriptions and illustrations of the product s functionality
and also includes realistic usage scenarios to provide contextual
relevance and a personalized learning experience to the reader
the mission of this book is to provide extensive knowledge to
information workers and site managers that will empower them to
become sharepoint application champions in the organization this
book should be the premiere handbook of any active or aspiring
sharepoint expert to complete the exercises in this book you
should have a basic comfort level using microsoft office application
to create content and a general understanding of how to interact
with a web site through the browser this book is intended as a
starting point for any sharepoint 2007 user whether that user has
never used sharepoint before or has some familiarity with a
previous version and just wants to understand the differences with
the new release
Kinn's The Medical Assistant - E-Book 2014-03-27 if you have
mastered the fundamentals of the pl sql language and are now
looking for an in depth practical guide to solving real problems
with pl sql stored procedures then this is the book for you
Practical LaTeX 2014-08-19 coreldraw is the best known vector
graphics software that helps you create interactive designs for
printing publishing and advertising coreldraw x4 is the latest and
improved version of coreldraw smart interface new tools and
enhanced compatibility are some reasons why coreldraw x4 is the
market leader coreldraw x4 in simple steps offers you a quick and
easy way to learn and master coreldraw x4 simple language and
step by step approach with lots of illustrations make this book an
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ultimate reference book be it a novice or a professional coreldraw
x4 in simple steps is useful for all
Portable Document Format Reference Manual 1996 the aim of this
book is to unlock the power of the freeware r language to
advanced university students and researchers dealing with whole
rock geochemistry of meta igneous rocks the first part covers data
input output calculation of commonly used indexes and plotting in
r the core of the book then focusses on the presentation and
practical implementations of modelling techniques used for
fingerprinting processes such as partial melting fractional
crystallization binary mixing or afc using major trace element and
radiogenic isotope data the reader will be given a firm theoretical
basis for forward reverse modelling followed by exercises dealing
with typical problems likely to be encountered in real life and their
solutions using r the concluding sections demonstrate using
practical examples how a researcher can proceed in developing a
realistic model simulating natural systems the appendices outline
the fundamentals of the r language and provide a quick
introduction to the open source r package gcdkit for interpretation
of whole rock geochemical data from igneous and metamorphic
rocks
Beginning SharePoint 2007 2011-08-08 over 100 recipes to
help you overcome your difficulties with c programming and gain a
deeper understanding of the working of modern c about this book
explore the most important language and library features of c 17
including containers algorithms regular expressions threads and
more get going with unit testing frameworks boost test google test
and catch extend your c knowledge and take your development
skills to new heights by making your applications fast robust and
scalable who this book is for if you want to overcome difficult
phases of development with c and leverage its features using
modern programming practices then this book is for you the book
is designed for both experienced c programmers as well as people
with strong knowledge of oop concepts what you will learn get to
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know about the new core language features and the problems
they were intended to solve understand the standard support for
threading and concurrency and know how to put them on work for
daily basic tasks leverage c s features to get increased robustness
and performance explore the widely used testing frameworks for c
and implement various useful patterns and idioms work with
various types of strings and look at the various aspects of
compilation explore functions and callable objects with a focus on
modern features leverage the standard library and work with
containers algorithms and iterators use regular expressions for
find and replace string operations take advantage of the new
filesystem library to work with files and directories use the new
utility additions to the standard library to solve common problems
developers encounter including string view any optional and
variant types in detail c is one of the most widely used
programming languages fast efficient and flexible it is used to
solve many problems the latest versions of c have seen
programmers change the way they code giving up on the old
fashioned c style programming and adopting modern c instead
beginning with the modern language features each recipe
addresses a specific problem with a discussion that explains the
solution and offers insight into how it works you will learn major
concepts about the core programming language as well as
common tasks faced while building a wide variety of software you
will learn about concepts such as concurrency performance meta
programming lambda expressions regular expressions testing and
many more in the form of recipes these recipes will ensure you
can make your applications robust and fast by the end of the book
you will understand the newer aspects of c 11 14 17 and will be
able to overcome tasks that are time consuming or would break
your stride while developing style and approach this book follows a
recipe based approach with examples that will empower you to
implement the core programming language features and explore
the newer aspects of c
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